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“The orbiter hatch thermal cover is held closed over the
metal hatch by Velcro. When I first opened the hatch on
EVA 1, I had a very tough time opening that thermal
cover […]. I finally had to use a fist to punch one small
strip open, then karate chop my way around the rim of
the cover to force the Velcro apart. I worked so hard at
it that my visor began to fog. Velcro is tough stuff.”
Thomas D. Jones - Shuttle astronaut
So why not use it to hold down solar panels to a satellite?
ABSTRACT
The development of a novel Hold Down and Release
Mechanism using Hook and Loop technology, also
known under the brand name “Velcro ®”, is presented in
this paper. Small satellites require deployable arrays for
enhanced capabilities but traditional HDRMs do not
scale down easily to meet their needs. The Hook and
Loop HDRM and lightweight solar panel developed by
SSTL present significant mass and cost reduction, as well
as being easy to integrate and fully resettable.

Figure 1. DMC-CFESAT with deployable solar arrays
(Ph. Credit LeRoy N. Sanchez 94)
There are several types of HDRMs with flight heritage
available on the market and within SSTL. SSTL’s most
mature HDRM is used on solar arrays. SSTL typically
uses an actuator within a cup-cone interface: either a Non
Explosive Actuator (NEA), a Frangible Bolt with boughtin Shape Memory Alloy, or a Separation nut.

The design rationale, challenges, qualification campaign,
flight model design, and acceptance tests of the Hook and
Loop HDRM are presented hereafter. The mechanism is
due for flight on an SSTL technology demonstrator
mission Q3 2017.
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Background
Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd (SSTL), based near
London, is a key supplier of small satellites providing
complete in-house design, manufacture, launch, and
operation of small satellites.
SSTL has extensive heritage in small Low Earth Orbit
(LEO) satellites with deployed appendages, including
gravity gradient booms, payload booms, and solar arrays.
All of these devices use a form of Hold Down and
Release Mechanism (HDRM) which provides the
constraint during launch and then releases the appendage
upon activation in orbit. The HDRM is typically critical
in achieving complete mission performance; without
successful release of the given appendage the satellite’s
performance will be degraded, for example with reduced
power generation leading to reduced payload usage.
HDRMs are therefore mission-enabling technologies.

Figure 2. SSTL Heritage HDRM with separation nut
These products are very reliable and come in a range of
load capacities to suit different panel sizes and load cases
but are arguably over-engineered for small low cost LEO
missions:
- They are heavy (more than 1kg)
- They are expensive.
- They are sold under long lead time and are usually
under ITAR or EAR control.
- They are not easily resettable (several months may
be required for refurbishment after deployment).
- They have large interfaces to the spacecraft and
array sides which means that the useful array area is
limited since solar cells cannot be populated within
close vicinity of the HDRM.
- They are complex: the parts count is high which in
turn increases the assembly time.
- The device flown is not directly the one tested since
it has to be disassembled to be refurbished.
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The cup cone interface requires precise alignment
which in turn means that the panel’s hinges must
allow precise positioning.
As the panel is held by the HDRM from a single
point (usually close to the centre) this places
constraints on the panel stiffness and also
sometimes on the hinges to provide an additional
holding point.

Figure 3. HDRM surface occupied on typical panel layout
1.2. The idea
The idea behind SSTL’s novel Hold Down and Release
Mechanism system was to use commercial hook and loop
fasteners, better known under the brand name “Velcro
®”, to provide the structural path.
Two bands of Hook and Loop fastener attach the
deployable panel to the satellite’s structure. A rope is
then pulled by a small motor through the Hook and Loop
interface to break the link between the two bands and
release the panel.
Deployable panel

Hook and loop
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Panel hinges
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Figure 4. Hook and Loop HDRM concept
The Hook and Loop HDRM presents several advantages:
- Hook and Loop bands are a cheap off the shelf
component available for next day delivery.
- The Hook and Loop fasteners can be re-engaged
easily by hand multiple times.
- Certain types of Hook and Loop fasteners have very
high load bearing capacity so only a small surface
is needed.
- As the deployable panel is held over a relatively
large area, and at two points, it doesn’t need to be
too stiff so it can also be made lighter.
- The Hook and Loop bands are attached to the lower
side of the panel and therefore the full panel surface
is available for the solar cells layout.

-
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The hook and loop is very compliant to
misalignments which means that the requirements
on the hinges’ precision can be relaxed.
The technology is inherently redundant - the
multiple stems provide each holding capacity
independently from the others; there isn’t a single
point failure at the interface.
The technology is scalable - the bands can be sized
to the required holding capacity with the margin
desired for small to medium size deployable arrays.

1.3. Development constraints
Early in its development cycle the Hook and Loop
HDRM was offered a flight opportunity on a technology
demonstration satellite. As the satellite design itself was
already well advanced this placed additional constraints
on the mechanism and panel to fit within the designated
envelope and have mechanical and electronics interfaces
matching those already in place. The main mission inputs
and requirements for the mechanism design are
summarised in Tab. 1.
Table 1. Top level Requirements Specification
Requirement
Mission life
Temperature range
Deployable panel size
Panel mass
Mechanism mass
Mechanism life
Electrical interface

Specification
>2years
Operational: -20 to +50°C
Non-Operational: -40 to +70°C
1 string of 23 solar cells min
580mm max width
<1kg
<1kg
At least 5 mate/demate cycles
Spare input on on-board
electronics available to drive a
stepper motor.

2. ENGINEERING MODEL (EM) DESIGN
2.1. Hook and Loop technology selection
“Velcro®” was invented in 1941 by Swiss engineer
George de Mestral. The idea came from looking at the
burrs (seeds) of burdock that were sticking to his clothes
and to his dog's fur. Since then, a large range of Hook and
Loop technologies have been manufactured; they are
derived from the original invention but feature a variety
of materials, constructions, and strength.

Figure 5. Hook and Loop technologies examples

An in depth market research was conducted to assess the
potential of each technology for use in the HDRM. The
trade-off parameters were derived from various
considerations issued from the literature, the lessons
learned from an early breadboard experiment, and the
mission parameters.
The final set of parameters used for the trade-off are:
1. Off the shelf availability and UK supplier
2. Stems construction with respect to rope release
3. Tensile/Shear load capacity: static and dynamic
4. Temperature range and adhesive type and strength
5. Materials used for stems, backing, and adhesive
The selected Hook and Loop technology is a 3M Dual
Lock type which has the main advantage of requiring a
positive pressure to be mated and therefore does not reengage once released. It also allows for easy alignment
and for visual check of the full engagement of the stems.
2.2. Rope selection
Several types of rope materials with diameters varying
from 0.4 to 2.5mm where tested on a Hook and Loop test
coupon, and a high strength Dyneema rope was selected.
This type of rope is available off the shelf and features a
protective coating which prevents small fibres from the
braids from getting caught on the Hook and Loop stems’
heads.

Figure 7. EM solar array
2.4. Hinges design
For this lightweight array the selected hinges are blade
hinges made of tape spring material, a thin curved metal
sheet which, when bent, creates a moment to recover its
original shape and when “deployed” (i.e. straight) is selflocking. The deployment behaviour and thermal
behaviour of the blades were analysed for this
application.
2.5. Release mechanism sizing and design
One of the requirements placed on the mechanism by the
mission was to use the electrical interfaces already
available on the spacecraft. Therefore, a stepper motor is
used in the design, although for a one time deployment
mechanism a better power to mass ratio could be
obtained from a Direct Current (DC) motor. The chosen
stepper motor is an off the shelf vacuum motor with
extensive flight heritage on SSTL missions.
Pulling tests with a force gauge were conducted on the
Hook and Loop to size the gearbox required. The rope is
pulled around a winding shaft mounted on self-lubricated
plastic bushings and a coupling is used to allow for some
angular offset with the gearbox shaft. A small micro
switch is mounted on a hinge bracket to confirm the
successful deployment of the solar panel.

2.3. Solar panel design
The Hook and Loop pads hold the deployable panel over
a large area comparatively to its size. This reduces the
stiffness requirements on the panel and allowed for a very
lightweight composite and foam panel to be designed.
A typical SSTL deployable solar array is 10 to 15mm
thick and made of a light honeycomb core with
aluminium skins. In comparison the lightweight panel is
only 3mm thick and made of a foam core with thin
composites skins.

Figure 6. Heritage panel construction vs lightweight
Six solar cells were mounted at critical places on the EM
panel where the loads are the highest and copper mass
dummies of similar shape, size and stiffness were fitted
to the other positions to get the correct loading on the
panel.

Figure 8. EM release mechanism and blade hinges
2.6. Thermal analysis
In the stowed configuration the Hook and Loop pads are
a real advantage as they are very compliant to
misalignments and can compensate for the tape spring
movement with thermal expansion.
Once deployed, the panel is attached to the spacecraft via
the blade hinges only so its thermal isolation is relatively
high and the panel will see a large range of temperatures
between -70°C to +160°C. A more detailed thermal
model was created to study the temperature gradients in
the brackets and hinges and ensure they will remain
locked for the mission lifetime.

Figure 9. Thermal analysis
3. TEST CAMPAIGN
3.1. Hook and Loop parameters verification
As the Hook and Loop is a new component it was
necessary to verify its properties and prove that it was fit
for use in space:
- An outgassing test was performed to the ECSS-QST-70-02C standard.
- The adhesive layer and bonding process were
tested, in particular to verify that the surface at the
interface was fully wetted with no air bubbles
present.
- The Hook and Loop tensile and shear static load
capacities were measured on SSTL’s Tensile Test
machine at ambient, hot (+70°C) and cold (-40°C)
temperatures. The test was repeated five times on
each set of test pads.

Figure 11. Tensile and shear load capacity
3.2. Bench test
The mechanism and deployable array were submitted to
a series of functional testing on the bench. Four release
tests were conducted and critical parameters such as
motor current profile, torque margin, micro switch
engagement, etc. were verified. The electronics was
characterised for inputs between 22 and 34V.
3.3. Vibration test
The purpose of this test was to understand the behaviour
of the Hook and Loop fastener in conjunction with the
lightweight panel design, and to qualify the design to the
qualification levels required by the mission. The testing
was done in two sets:
1. With the Hook and Loop pads as “new”
2. With the Hook and Loop pads after five releases
For each set of tests, the test sequence presented in Tab.
2 was done first on the Z axis, then on the Y axis and
finally on the X axis.
Table 2. Vibration test sequence
Test

Figure 10. Hook and Loop load tests on the Instron

Input level

0.2g over 20-2000Hz
Very low level sine sweep
@ 2oct/min
Low level sine sweep
0.5g over 20-2000Hz
(=resonance search)
@ 2oct/min
20 cycles at 16g over
Quasi static test
0.5Hz @ 2oct/min
0.5g over 20-2000Hz
Low level sine sweep
@ 2oct/min
Low level random vibration
10grms for 120s
0.5g over 20-2000Hz
Low level sine sweep
@ 2oct/min
X,Y axes = 14grm for 120s
Full level random vibration
Z axis = 20grms for 120s
0.5g over 20-2000Hz
Low level sine sweep
2oct/min
For each individual test, the success criteria are defined
as follows:
- No visible signs of damage on the panel, solar cells,
Hook and Loop pads, or blade hinges and brackets,
and both pads still fully engaged and aligned (no
displacement of the rows of stems).
- All solar cells fully functional: visual inspection for
cracks and electroluminescence test.

-

<10% shift in modes between pre- and postvibration resonance searches.
The EM deployable panel was instrumented with three
tri-axial accelerometers to monitor its response.
The dominant resonance modes for a Z axis input
(normal to the panel surface) are shown below for the
centre of the panel (white), the top of the Hook and Loop
pad (green), and the corner of the panel (orange).

Figure 14. Thermal test cycle

Figure 12. Resonance search

4. FLIGHT MODEL (FM) DESIGN AND TEST
Following the successful testing of the EM mechanism
and deployable array, the design was iterated for the FM
panel version.
4.1. FM design
The FM panel features 23 flight solar cells and two
PT2000 temperature sensors. The solar cells are welded
in a string. The final deployable panel mass is 347grams
and its measured efficiency is 30.7% at 25degC.

Figure 13. Mechanism and panel vibration test
The mechanism and deployable panel assembly survived
both sets of tests, before and after releases, and passed all
the test criteria. In particular, all six cells fitted have
survived the test with no degradation.
Following successful qualification, a final test was done
on the Z axis which showed the highest response to push
the levels higher and find out the maximum random
vibration levels admissible by the Hook and Loop. The
input level was increased incrementally and reached
28.3grms for 120s at maximum shaker capacity with
neither the panel nor the mechanism presenting any
degradation or change of their resonant frequencies.

Figure 15. FM deployable panel layout
The FM mechanism was built using the EM brackets, sets
of blade hinges, pulleys, shaft, and coupling due to
schedule constraints to deliver to the mission. FM motor
and gearbox lubricated with Braycote were fitted. A new
length of Dyneema rope, and new Hook and Loop pads
were also fitted. The final FM mechanism mass is 560g.
The FM mechanism was fitted onto the static panel of the
spacecraft. Mechanical fit checks and electrical
integration tests were then carried out.

A deployment test was conducted at ambient temperature
after this final test to verify full functionality of the
system.
3.4. Thermal test
The mechanism and electronics were submitted to five
thermal cycles between -25degC and +55degC and a
functional test, including a panel deployment test, was
completed at hot and cold temperature with the panel
releasing successfully.

Figure 16. FM deployable panel hardware
4.2. FM acceptance tests
The FM hardware integrated

to

the

spacecraft

successfully passed the Assembly Integration and Test
(AIT) thermal test campaign at ambient pressure: two
functional tests including panel release were completed
at hot (+50degC) and cold (-20degC) temperatures and
an additional post-thermal release test was done at
ambient temperature after the end of the campaign. The
panel was easily reset inside the thermal chamber after
the hot and cold releases. The reset procedure takes
approximately 30 minutes.

5. CONCLUSION

With no dampening mechanism, the panel release
induces a shock on the spacecraft. An additional test was
carried out in AIT to measure the acceleration of the
panel during the deployment; from the data the blade
hinge dynamics were derived.

The high tolerance to misalignments and easy reassembly process decreased considerably the effort and
time needed to integrate the deployable array during
spacecraft Assembly Integration and Test.

The panel was instrumented with accelerometers, as
shown below, and an additional accelerometer was fitted
to the spacecraft to measure the vibrations induced by the
panel deployment and locking.
Two tests were carried out:
- For the first test, the panel was simply held in bent
configuration by the operator and released.
- For the second test, the mechanism was used to
release the panel.

5.1. EM and FM mechanism summary
The Hook and Loop mechanism designed was
successfully qualified for use in space and meets the
requirements set by the mission.
The mechanism is easily reset after deployment in just a
few minutes and multiple deployment tests can be
performed to verify the mechanism before flight.

The mechanism alone compares favourably in mass and
cost savings with the heritage separation nut solution:
- 50% mass saving
- 80% cost saving (includes materials and labour)
When used in conjunction with a thin solar array
technology, and blade hinges rather than SSTL heritage
spring hinges, the Hook and Loop HDRM allows for
even further mass savings for the mission:
- 60% mass saving
- 50% cost saving (includes materials and labour)
The Hook and Loop technology has been proven to be a
viable solution to hold small appendages to the spacecraft
during launch.
In total, 23 successful releases have been completed on
the EM or FM hardware with a variety of environmental
conditions, and another two dozen were done on the
breadboard or on isolated test pads.

Figure 17. FM release test inside SSTL thermal chamber
The FM was submitted to vibration and thermal vacuum
acceptance tests as part of the spacecraft test campaign; a
final release post Environmental Validation Testing
(EVT) campaign confirmed that the mechanism is fit for
flight.

5.2. Future steps
There have been many lessons learnt in the course of this
development and improvements have been made into the
handling and bonding of the Hook and Loop pads, the
panel design and manufacture, and the release
mechanism.
The second generation of Hook and Loop HDRM and
lightweight panels will focus on qualifying the
technology for use with larger deployable arrays.
Other useful improvements include updating the
configuration to deploy multiple arrays, replacing the
stepper motor with a DC motor in the case of panels
deployed at fixed angles, or use the stepper motor used to
pull the rope to also trim the solar panel angular position
post release and track the sun.

Figure 18. Spacecraft vibration test campaign

5.3. Mission enabling
Deployable arrays are key to deliver higher capability for
small satellites and the Hook and Loop HDRM and
lightweight panel system is an innovative way to deliver
this functionality. The mechanism developed is very low
cost, lightweight, fully re-settable and easily scalable and
can enable small satellites to increase their numbers of

deployable appendages, often limited by the weight of
traditional hold and release devices which do not scale
down to cover this part of the market.
Even a small mass and cost reduction can be significant
for large constellations and can help to differentiate the
satellite’s products from the competition, enabling new
business in new markets.
The current FM Hook and Loop HRDM is scheduled for
launch by Q3 2017 and a potential commercial
application has already been identified for the
technology: the mechanism and lightweight panel have
been baselined into a bid for a commercial constellation
of six small satellites for Earth observation. Each satellite
is to have two deployable arrays scaled up from the
current demonstrator.
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